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The aim of this work was to develop a numerical methodology to gain insight
in the lowdensity jet behaviour with a nonlinear approach Numerical simulations
are shown to dierentiate convective and absolute instability regimes and to capture a
selfexcited global mode in an open ow  the D hot jet
The rst part is devoted to numerical methodology and its validation on this
unsteady problem which is known to be noise sensitive The second part presents nu
merical results They conrm theoretical and experimental results on the development
of selfexcited global oscillations of the jet column when the density ratio is lower than
its critical value The global mode and its associated Hopf bifurcation are identied
  Numerical methodology
The timedependent compressible Euler equations	 with boundary conditions	
are time marched with a 
stage ndorder RungeKutta scheme Jameson  al 
in conservative variables with a nite volume method The spatial discretization is
based on ndorder central dierences The used calculation domain is D long
with D the exit jet height and D wide Mesh renement is used in the potential
core region For precision	 a typical large scale vortical structure in the nely resolved
part of the ne grid x is approximately described with x gridpoints The
boundary conditions have been chosen in the following way  slip conditions at the
lateral boundaries	 a nonreecting condition at the outlet and a reservoir condition at
the inlet with prescribed velocity and density proles
The independence of the global mode frequency has been controlled towards
grid resolution	 outlet boundary condition location and simulation time Two calcu
lations were made with a coarse mesh x and a domain length of D and
D Frequencies were identical within the frequency resolution of  Then	 sim
ulations were performed for a long enough time integration to check the statistically
stationnarity of the frequency within  the resolution of the Fourier analysis
 Numerical experiments
Our laminar jet conguration has been dened with Yu  Monkewitz 
paper For numerical reasons	 a small convection velocity outside the jet was adopted

yielding a velocity ratio of   U
j
 U
 
U
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 
   in all calculations In that
case	 the critical density ratio predicted by the linear theory with zero Mach number
is around S
c
 
jc

 
  According to Monkewitz  Sohn 	 S
c
decreases
with Mach number in axisymmetric inhomogeneous jets Hence	 a density ratio of
S  
j

 
  was expected to give an absolute instability regime for our 
 jet
Mach number
 Absolute and convective instability
The hot S and cold S jet neareld velocity spectrum are shown
in gure  left The same behaviour found in experimental work Yu  Monkewitz
 is exhibited A line dominated spectrum with harmonic contents is detected	
characteristic of absolute instability	 whereas for convective one	 broadband spectrum
with small peaks is observed After a transient	 a quasiperiodic longitudinal velocity
on the jet centerline is seen for S	 see gure  right The same qualitative
structure is noticed everywhere in the potential core
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Figure  
left Transversal velocity power spectrum at xD	  
  S	

  S	 
right Longitudinal velocity signal and spectrum at xD	 S	
Some comparisons were made with the experimental work of Yu  Monkewitz
 In gure 	 the weak dependence of the Strouhal number with jet velocity U
j
is veried So	 the main frequency is well correlated to the jet preferred mode The
value of the Strouhal number	 Stf
p
DU
m
 is closed to the Yu and Monkewitzs
 value St Moreover	 the main frequency is also nearly independent of the
density ratio S when S  S
c
	 see gure  This is a basic characteristic of a normal
Hopf bifurcation Berge et al 
 The global mode of the jet
In this section	 the jet asymptotic states for supercritical density ratio are
investigated For suciently low density ratio	 numerical simulations have shown that	
oscillations seem to saturate to a global selfexcited mode gure  Following Huerre
and Monkewitz 	 two classes of experiments are suitable for the identication of
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Figure  Strouhal number versus  
left density ratio S 
right centerline jet velocity U
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these global modes The rst class	 only supports evidence for the existence of self
excitation The second one yields conclusive proof of selfexcitation Presently	 rst
class experiments have been used 
 The examination of singlepoint spectrum in the jet considered in gure  suggests
the presence of a limitcycle
 The response of convective instability is proportional to the forcing amplitude
whereas	 the response of absolute instability is intrinsic ie independent of the
forcing amplitude for low level forcing Sreenivasan  al  In gure 	 the
response amplitude of the jet to whitenoise upstream excitation versus the ampli
tude excitation is plotted for two density ratio For S	 the response is typical
of convectively unstable ows For S	 the response is quasi independent of
the amplitude excitation suggesting a selfexcited system Response frequency f
r
to periodic forcing at f
f
	 gure  right	 leads to the same conclusion
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Figure  Jet response to excitation  
left White noise excitation with 
  S	 and

  S	 
right Periodic forcing at f
f
for S		
 Calculations were made with dierent density ratio Figure  shows a typical
example of the jet global mode saturation amplitude versus density ratio S and
identify a Hopf bifurcation With a Mach number of 
	 a critical density
ratio S
c
  was found This is consistent with a calculation for S
 where
selfexcited oscillations were not observed
In a subsequent part	 second class experiments are planned to be investigated
in order to positively caracterize the Hopf bifurcation	 by determining the coecients
of the LandauStuart model Provansal et al 
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Figure  Transverse velocity amplitude of the spectral peak f
p
versus density ratio S	
 Conclusions
This rst step toward the numerical simulation of a heated twodimensional
jet has been shown to develop a selfexcited global mode when an appropriate density
ratio is used
To our knowledge	 it is the rst time that a numerical simulation of a heated
twodimensional jet identies a selfexcited global mode as a normal Hopf bifurcation
and evaluates the critical density ratio for one doublet 	M
After these results	 it should be possible to predict the absoluteconvective
boundary in the SM plane with numerical nonlinear computations	 and perhaps	 to
put some light on the large discrepancy found in the low Mach number region of the
SM plane between experimental and theoretical results on round jets	 see Sreenivasan
et al 
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